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TableTyer



Plastic strapping machine

■ Easy

to
operate

■ Economical
■ Portable

SIGNODE

TableTyer



Plastic strapping machine

A low cost, entry level
strapping system from
Signode

TableTyer Specifications

Simple operation
The TableTyer is easy to set up and operate:

Adjustable
from

1. Select the strap length and tension on the control panel
2. Place strap around the package, and re-insert the strap
end into the machine. The TableTyer
automatically removes the slack by
pulling the desired tension and joins
the strap ends with a secure heat weld.
The system automatically feeds another
length of strap for the next package or
bundle.

Low maintenance
Built with few wearing parts, the TableTyer requires very little maintenance.
The 24 VDC motor runs only when the machine is cycling. The heater is
"stepped down" to 24 VAC to prolong the life of the heat knife.

Economical
The TableTyer uses our inexpensive EmpaxTM polypropylene strapping.

Variable tension
The external tension dial can be adjusted from 2 lbs. to 100 lbs.

Heat sealing mechanism
The sensor controlled heat sealing mechanism ensures consistent, high-efficiency
seals. Weld cooling time can be adjusted for proper sealing.

30-3/4"
(781mm)
to
37-1/2"
(952.5mm)

33-1/2”
(850.9 mm)

21-3/4"
(552.5 mm)

Maximum package weight: 125 lbs.
Strap tension: 2–100 lbs.
Strapping: Empax 1/4", 3/8", and 1/2" plastic strapping
Electrical requirements: 120 volt, 1 phase, 60Hz
Shipping weight: 168 lbs.

Flexible design
The strapping guides are adjustable to use strap sizes from 1/4" to 1/2".

Adjustable height
The table top height is adjustable from 30-3/4" to 37-1/2".

Package stop
Butting the package against the
package stop helps ensure tight,
straight strap application.

Internal strapping
dispenser
Conserves floor space.

Portable
Four locking casters enable
the machine to be positioned
wherever needed.

Small package option
Enables packages as small as 2"W x 1-1/5"H to be strapped.
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